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44 A. Introduction 

parallel forms have not been ignored in the descriptions of the dialects presented 
here. 

The texts that were recorded were almost all written out, word by word, 
with the assistence of mainly three people. This was done in al'Aris, where I 
had rented a sâlëh ("chalet") on the beach during most of my visits. One of 
these three people is himself a Biyyädiy (Muhammad, mentioned in the preface) 
with extensive contacts throughout the area. The other two are 'Aräysiyyah*9 

(i.e. born and bred sons of al'Aris: Sacid and c Abdallah, also mentioned in the 
preface), both with a wealth of experience in taking down bedouin oral poetry 
from Sinai and in interviewing members of the different bedouin tribes in the 
area. Without these informants much of the material would have been lost to 
my ears, and through their cooperation they have earned my sincere gratitude. 

III. Presentation of the data. 

a. Selecting criteria for comparison. 

The publications mentioned above (in the paragraph "surrounding 
dialects") also served to set the parameters for comparison; if we assume a 
certain homogeneity of dialects in the area to be researched, as is suggested 
when authors speak of "the Sinai dialects", let us then use this as a working 
hypothesis and put it to the test. The criteria for comparison were then selected 
from these publications, so that we may compare apples with apples. 

As in most dialect geographies, the emphasis here tends to be on 
differences, rather than on shared characteristics.90 The reason is that one usally 
looks for differences in a contrastive study, since there is little point in drawing 
a map on the basis of criteria that yield the same outcome in every location on 
that map. The fact that a similarity does show up in certain locations on any 
given dialect map is simply due to the fact that the criterion set yields a 
difference in other locations on the same map. This makes the selection of 

89 

90 

The Upper Egyptian form ginëh for "pound" is another example; speakers "knew" that the 
CaA phoneme g corresponds to their J, and substituted g for $ accordingly. 
The term 'Arâysiyyah (sg. 'Aräysiy) is used here with reference to inhabitants of 
al'Aris. 
The importance of shared innovations should not be underestimated. It is therefore a pity 
that these tend to remain relatively underexposed in a contrastive study when such 
innovations are shared by ail dialects under discussion. 
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similarities biased if we would only take our maps as a starting point. However, 
the fact that a given similarity shows up in certain locations of an area where 
applying the same criterion also yields differences in other locations may add 
relevance to the fact that there is a similarity. 

There is, for instance, not much point in drawing a map of our area to 
show the reflexes of *s, since the outcome would be the same in all locations 
checked. From a dialect-geographical point of view, there is just as little point 
in drawing a map of our area for the reflexes of *q, since the outcome is the 
same in all locations. The difference with the preceding example of reflexes of 
*s, however, is that a map for the reflexes of *q will be relevant in a larger 
geographical, and perhaps also historical perspective, since there are other strong 
indications that the dialect of the Dawägrah (DA, or group IV) is of the Nagdiy-
type (cf. remarks in IV, I.I.3.).91 

Another point is that the dialect of the regional centre of al'Arïs can be 
classified as a sedentary dialect in many respects, although the reflex for *q is g, 
which is more typically the case with bedouin dialects. The question is then: 
why is it that this particular feature is bedouin while so many other features of 
the dialect are not? In this latter case the influence from surrounding bedouin 
dialects for this g reflex is highly likely, but such particular questions deserve 
answers based on more thorough research, which they cannot receive in this 
study. 

An even clearer example of the relevance of similarities is the spread of 
the b-imperfect in the area. Had it not been for DA, where this characteristic 
was concluded to be absent, this feature would not have been represented in a 
map to show its geographical spread. It is, however, a typologically important 
characteristic feature shared by all dialects of the area (except DA). The 
typological importance lies in the fact that, although it is found in the bedouin 
dialects of our area, it is basically a characteristic of sedentary dialects, which 
should tell us something about the influence sedentary dialects must have 
exerted on these bedouin dialects.92 

92 

The conclusion I drew for DA in my lecture for the third conference of 'Association 
Internationale de Dialectologie Arabe' (AIDA) held in Malta in 1998 is that it is originally of 
the southern Nagdiy-type. The reader is referred here to a summary of this lecture, which is 
to appear in the proceedings of this conference, and to a lengthier article on this topic to 
appear in a special issue of Oriente Moderno in 1999 (?). 
PAL VA (1991), pp. 158-160 and 166. 
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b. True bedouin dialect. 

As we try to identify an area of transition between the Negev-type of 
dialect and the dialect type of eastern Sarqiyyah, we are in fact looking for a 
transition from a bedouin type of dialect to a sedentary type of dialect. 

An important question is therefore what constitutes a "true bedouin" 
dialect. Remarks made by Murray and Bailey on "Egyptian accents, manners, 
and dress", and "their way of talking [which] is not that of true Bedouin"93 
regarding bedouins inhabiting the Gatyah oasis in the northwest of Sinai 
presuppose certain criteria, which are, however, not elaborated upon.94 

We therefore have to define first what characterizes a bedouin dialect by 
formulating criteria enabling us to make more well-founded judgements with 
respect to the typological classification of the dialects under scrutiny. 

These criteria will be formulated in terms of characteristics generally 
present in a bedouin dialect, which in many cases implies that the absence of 
such features characterizes a more sedentary type of dialect. A result of this 
approach is that the sedentary type will be characterized negatively. This does 
not imply a value judgement on my part; we have to bear in mind that in many 
cases we could just as well turn things around by rephrasing our criteria in order 
to positively identify a sedentary dialect, should we wish to do so. For instance, 
instead of phrasing our criterion JD as 

"Presence of the gahawah-syndrome with subsequent morphological 
restructuring of *CiaC2C3 to be CiaCzaC^ where C2 = X", 

93 
94 

Cf. BAILEY (1991), p. 5. and MURRAY (1935), p. 251. 
The remark quoted by Bailey and Murray was made by an Egyptian officer, and one can 
only guess as to what his criteria were, but I think it is safe to assume that he was referring 
to the dialect type spoken in the northeast of Sinai, which also has its southern branch, as 
the "true bedouin" type. Indeed, a remark recorded from an informant of the Samâ'nah (i.e. 
one of the tribes whose speech the officer referred to as "not that of true Bedouin", cf. 
description of this dialect type in chapter II) illustrates the same point. I asked an elderly 
informant why he said ilmayya for "water", and not dlmiy, his answer was: lamma 
bigiina nâs. . . asil ibtù' aggäbai, bigaddru-nnihna ya'ni 'èh? hadar. iw humma I'arab 
issahih. fa 'ihna binkallimhum bi lagwathum mayyih, bingûl lëhum dlmiy, 'asän 
mä y'allgùs 'alêne, inndma-hna bingül 'innu mayyih "When people come to (visit) us, 
namely (those who are) from the desert, they regard us as what? hadar (i.e. settled 
population). And they are the true 'arab (i.e. nomads). So then we speak to them in their 
language, mayyah ("water") to them we say dlmiy ("the water"), so they will not make 
(negative) comments about us. But we call it mayyah...". For remarks on this northeastern 
dialect type (as described here in chapter I) as an idealized "bedouin" dialect type, which 
may serve as a role model for bedouin speakers of other dialect types, cf. DE JONG (1996b). 
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we could just as well phrase this criterion as 

"Retention of the * C I ö C 2 C 3 syllable structure where C2 = X". 

The outcome of applying such a rephrased criterion would be that in most 
cases a bedouin dialect will be characterized negatively, while most sedentary 
dialects will be characterized positively. 

The rationale behind the choice of the direction bedouin => sedentary in 
our comparison has a historical justification: sedentary dialects developed out of 
bedouin dialects, rather than the other way around.95 We can take this as an 
axiom, because we know that the language was spread from the Arab Peninsula 
by the bedouin tribes that conquered the territory which is now known as "the 
Arab world". 

The direction of change is often illustrated by the loss of more 
conservative features considered typical of the bedouin type, such as the 
distinction m./f. in the pi., where in sedentary dialects one would more typically 
find the original m. pi. in use as a c. pi.96 Another example is the loss of a 
(causative) verbal measure 4, the causative function of which has often been 
assumed by measure 2 or measure 1 in the sedentary type of dialects.97 

On the other hand, bedouin characteristics which are not of a conservative 
nature, but are better interpreted as bedouin innovations, such as the gahawah-
syndrome and «syllabication of sequences CaCaCV —» CCvCV, are more 
typically absent in a sedentary type of dialect. In such cases the sedentary dialect 
has the more conservative syllable structure.98 

9 5 ROSENHOUSE (1984), p. 3, makes the valuable observation that, historically, all Arabic 
dialects are bedouin dialects. 

96 Cf. FISCHER/JASTROW (1980), p. 61 (5.1.1.). 
97 Cf. FISCHER/JASTROW (1980), p. 46 (3.8.1.). 
9S This is not to suggest that such bedouin innovations post-date the spread of the language. 

On the contrary: since the gahawah-syndrome is found in many bedouin dialects 
throughout the Arab world, it is more likely that this innovation ante-dates the spread of the 
language. After all, inserting a in aXC sequences is not likely to be caused by a nomadic 
lifestyle (dry throats?), which is what one would have to assume if one would wish to 
account for the presence of this innovation in so many bedouin dialects spoken in such a 
vast area that regular contact between these bedouin dialects is simply not a plausible 
explanation for the geographical spread of this feature. 
We have to assume therefore that in sedentary dialects where such features are not found, 
they must have been lost. An illustration of this are B'eri forms katab "he wrote", but 
kitibat "she wrote" (cf. WOIDICH (1973-4), p. 359), and also bagar "cows (coll.)", but 
bûgura "cow". These forms kitibat and bûgura are presumed to have been reconstructed 
from (bedouin forms) *bgura and *ktibat to match the systems of stress and syllabication 
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To distinguish dialects spoken inside our area, an additional selection was 
made of characteristics of the type of dialect spoken by the Negev bedouins 
(DA, spoken by the Dullâm), the dialect described in BLANC (1970). 

To be sure, characteristics presented here as typical for the speech of the 
Negev bedouins, but which are not marked as general characteristics, can be 
typically bedouin as well, but the question is which of these can be said to be 
generally present in bedouin dialects. 

The example of the stressed pron. suffixes C-'i (poss.) and -n'i (obj.) of 
the 1st p. c. sg. (listed below as 38)) illustrates this. There cannot be much doubt 
that this is indeed a feature characteristic of bedouin dialects of the area (except 
of DA), which is illustrated by the fact that it is absent in the two clearly 
sedentary (which can be defined on the basis of other criteria) dialects discussed 
(those of the eastern Sarqiyyah and the town of al'Aris). However, to classify 
this feature as a general characteristic of bedouin dialects is a different matter, 
since its occurrence is only reported for our area and just a few other places." 
This feature is therefore not classified as a general bedouin characteristic here. 

Another typically Negev bedouin feature is stress in CaCaC(v) and CaCIC 
(listed below as 14) and 15)); such sequences will normally be stressed on the 
second vowel from the left. To classify this stress as a general bedouin feature is 
again a different matter; I am personally not aware that such stress is widespread 
in bedouin dialects, and have therefore not marked this feature as such (cf., 
however, C. IX. Final remarks in conclusion). 

Since I have not conducted a general survey of publications on bedouin 
dialects that have become available to date, I cannot claim to know exactly 
which features constitute general bedouin characteristics, and which do not. 
While begging the reader's indulgence, I should like to point out however, that 
marking those characteristics which have now only been listed as typical for 
Negev bedouin dialects as general bedouin characteristics, will in most cases not 
be contradictory with the final conclusions concerning the typological 

of the sedentary dialect with which the bedouin dialect(s) that had the forms *bgura and 
*ktibat came into contact, cf. WOIDICH (1997). 

99 BLANC (1970), p. 20 (131), fn 34, lists the dialect of Omdurman in the Sudan as described in 
WORSLEY (1925), pp. 8 and 53-4, where higher pitch (and therefore primary stress?) is 
reported for the 1st p. c. sg. pers. pronominals. BLANC (1970), ibid, reports similar stress in 
the dialect of the Tuwara in southern Sinai, and two bedouin villages in ABUL FADL (1961). 
Also the Garârsah of southern Sinai have such stressed pron. suffixes (Manfred Woidich, 
personal communication), and NISHIO (1992), p. 178, lists long (stressed) -ni and -I as 
alternatives for -ni and -i' in ôbâliy Arabic. For more detail, cf. fn 452 to note *4) in I 
3.1.12.2.1. 
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classification of dialects spoken in the northwest of Sinai, and that of the eastern 
Sarqiyyah, but on the contrary add extra evidence to the claim of the presence 
of a transitional area. 

To classify a dialect as bedouin or non-bedouin a number of typological 
features relevant for the area100 are used as criteria. The outcome of applying 
these criteria is represented in maps in the appendix; those criteria that do not 
yield differences inside our area, and therefore do not draw isoglosses, are not 
represented in maps. A number of additional criteria that distinguish the 
different bedouin dialects of our area are also represented in maps. 

The criteria that are not reflected in maps follow below. Those criteria 
generally used for the distinction bedouin-sedentary, forty-one in total, are 
underlined and marked (B-S): 

A] (B-S)1 0 1 A voiced affricate reflex g (in some dialects - fricative z , or ~ 
affricate g) for *g is found in all our dialects, including sedentary 'AA and 
eSAW2. E.g.: §âr "neighbour", rigl "leg" (cf. 1.1.4.). 

B) (B-S) 1 0 3 A voiced reflex g for *q: found in all our dialects, including 
sedentary 'AA and e$Am. E.g.: süg "market", gall? "heart" (cf. 1.1.3.). 

Ç) (B-S)1 0 5 Affricated variants of Igl and Ikl: in none of our dialects in the 
area, including 'AA and eSA.106 A separate map was not drawn for this 
criterion, but MAPS 3, 32, and 33 partially cover the absence of this 
characteristic. E.g. kalb "dog", kull "every", kimm "sleeve" (cf. 1.1.3.). 

100 ROSENHOUSE (1984), p. 3: "a single feature is not enough to characterize a dialect". Ibid. pp. 
8-53 contains a summary, on which this selection of characterizing features is based. For 
the sake of brevity, I have omitted certain dialectal features not relevant for the classification 
of dialects within our area. 
Bedouin characteristics of Palva's proposed Northwestern Arabian (or NWA) group as 
compared to sedentary dialects mentioned in PAL VA (1991) are indicated by the abbreviation 
NWA in brackets. 

1 ° ' For this criterion, cf. ROSENHOUSE (1984), p. 8. The relevance of these criteria A) and B) for 
Egyptian dialects is stressed in BEHNSTEDT(1979), p. 63, fh 5, and p. 64. 

102 For the sedentary central Delta dialects, where * | has a g reflex, cf. BEHNSTEDT/WOIDICH 
(1985b), maps 10, 11, 12, 15. ForeSA, cf. also ABULFADL(1961), Map 5 (p. 304). 

103 For this criterion, cf. ROSENHOUSE (1984), p. 3 and p. 9. 
104 For eSA, cf. ABUL FADL (1961), map 3 (p. 302), and cf. BEHNSTEDT/WOIDICH (1985b), map 

7. 
105 For this criterion, cf. PALVA (1991), p. 155. 
106 For eSA, cf. ABUL FADL (1961), maps 2 and 3 (pp. 301-2), and BEHNSTEDT/WOIDICH 

(1985b), maps 6-8, and 16-17. 
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Dl (B-S)107 A partial lack of phonemic distinction between short high vowels 
i and u is found in all our dialects, including sedentary 'AA and eSA, e.g. 
sidd "pull", hutt "place" (cf. 1.2.3.2.). 

E) (B-S)108 Reduction of geminated C2 (C^Ca) in the imperfect of measure 2 
when C3 (Cb) is followed by V, i.e. a cluster CaCaCbV -+ CaCbV: this 
occurs in all our dialects of the area, including 'AA and eSA. E.g. yxarrif+ 
uw —* yxarfuw "they speak" (cf. 2.3.3.3.1.). 

F) The 2nd p. m. pi. pron. suffix -ku(w): it occurs in all our dialects (but ~ 
-kum in SaA), including 'AA and eSA[09. E.g. bëtkuw "your (m. pi.) 
house/tent" (cf. 3.1.12.2.). 

ü) (B-S)110 Preference for construct state instead of indirect annexation (with 
sugl, btâ' etc.): such a preference was not apparent in the area. MAP 29 in 
the appendix was drawn on usage of sugl or (b)tä' instead. E.g. ilgahwa 
bt'â'tï (group III) or ilighâwah Sugldtyah "my coffee" (group IV) (cf. 
3.1.11.). 

H) (B-S)111 The presence of tanwïn (or nunation) as a partial designation for 
indefiniteness: none of the dialects of our area use tanwïn productively; it 
only occurs in poetic passages and proverbial expressions. Its absence was 
labeled characteristic of NWA dialects, as opposed to its presence in North 
Arabian dialects (or Nagdiy)112. E.g. (nunation underlined) sbayyin "a little 
boy" (cf. 4.1.). 

û Use of the locative preposition fl:fi for "in" occurs in all our dialects, 
including 'AA and eSA113. E.g. f-albët or fi Ibêt "in the house/tent" (cf. 
3.1.16.). 

Other criteria not represented in maps in appendix are: 

U (B-S) Productivity of diminutive patterns.114 The material is inconclusive 
for many dialects. The question is often whether diminutives are not just 
simply lexicalized items (cf. 3.1.6.). 

1 0 7 For this criterion, cf. ROSENHOUSE ( 1984), p . 11. 
108 
109 
110 

112 

For this criterion, cf. ibid., p. 30. For eSA, cf. WOIDICH (1979). p. 79. 
ForeSA, cf. ABULFADL(I961), p. 97,1. 10,1. 13; p. 103,1.7; p . 141,1. 14,1. 17. 
For this criterion, cf. ROSENHOUSE (1984), pp. 47, 42. 

1 ' ' For this criterion, cf. ibid., p. 48. 
Cf. PAL V A (1991), p. 155. 

1 1 3 For this criterion, cf. PALVA (1991), p . 155, where it is used to distinguish NWA from North 
Arabian (or northern Nagdiy) dialects. For eSA, cf. ABUL FADL (1961), passim. 

1 1 4 For this criterion, cf. ROSENHOUSE (1984), pp. 23-4. 
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K] (B-S) Use of mär I mër for "so then, but"115. This conjunction is reported 
for DA and A Â " 6 but it was not recorded in any of the other dialects 
investigated for this study. 

L) (B-S) Use of interrogative 'aläm + pron. suff. "why, what for?"117: this 
interrogative was recorded in a number of dialects, but for other dialects 
the material is inconclusive. E.g.: 'alâmak? "what is the matter with 
you?", and also in the dialect of the Garârsah in southern Sinai: 'alärnuk y-
Abu Zèd "what's the matter with you, Abu Zayd?"ni (cf. 3.1.14.). 

c. Criteria used for maps in the appendix. 

As was already pointed out, many features that are not considered 
generally typical of bedouin dialects, or are not specifically marked as such, can 
of course very well be bedouin characteristics of the bedouin dialects in Negev 
and Sinai. Here characteristics of Negev bedouin dialect {DA of group I) are 
presumed to be typically bedouin for the area, since DA, only second to DA, 
scores best on those characteristics that have been marked as typically bedouin 
in a general sense. 

Deviations from this Negev-type may be typically bedouin as well (such 
as the outcome of criterion 1) for Sa A and 'AgA), but many such deviations are 
better ascribed to influences from the sedentary type of the Egyptian Delta 
dialects, (references "MAP + number" are to the appendix, and numbers 
following are to the relevant paragraphs in chapters I-V): 

1) Ik/ and Ikl in the phoneme inventory as separate phonemes: not in the 
Negev, but in group II bëtk "your (m. sg.) house/tent" and bëtk "your (f. 
sg.) house/tent" (MAP 1, cf. 1.1.1. and 3.1.12.2.) 

2) ( B - S ) 1 1 9 Interdental reflexes t, and d for *t and *d: also in the Negev. 

E.g.: tâlit "third", dahâb "gold" (MAP 2, cf. 1.1.2.) 

3) (B-S)1 2 0 Merged interdental reflex d for *d and *d: also in the Negev. 
E.g. dardb "he hit", âdda'an "the trek (with camels)" (MAP 3, cf. 1.1.2.) 

115 For this criterion, cf. ibid., p. 45. 
116 
117 

Cf. BLANC (1970), p. 35 (146), and STEWART (1990), glossary. 
For this criterion, cf. ROSENHOUSE (1984), p. 44. 

1 '8 Manfred Woidich, personal communication. 
119 For this criterion, cf. ROSENHOUSE (1984), p. 8. Usually criteria 2) and 3) are taken together 

as one criterion. For our area we have to make a distinction to cover the situation in BA. 
120 For this criterion, ibid. 
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4} (B-S)121 Secondary velarization, or "emphatization": also in the Negev. 
E.g. galb "heart", kumân "also", axûh "his brother" (MAP 4, cf. 1.1.7.) 

5) Partial monophthongization of the older diphthongs *ay and *aw, with 
phonetic overlapping of monophthongized loi with lui, and of lei with III: 
also in the Negev. E.g. sèf~slf(< *sayf) "sword", but sayf(< *sayf) 
"summer", and körn "pile" (< *kawm), butxaw/(< *xawf) "fear", and *ü 
almost as low as [o:] in xöx (< *xüx) "peaches" (MAP 5, cf. 1.2.2.1. and 
1.2.4.5.) 

6) (B-S)122 Tendency to retain length of long vowels in unstressed positions: 
also in the Negev. E.g. 'âyzât "they (f. pi.) want", mäsürah "pipe line" 
(MAP 6, cf. 1.2.2.4.) 

11 (B-S)123 Raising of a in open syllable preceding A (i.e. stressed a or a) in 
the Negev. E.g. (katâb —*) kitâb "he wrote", (gadâh —*) gudäh "judges" 
(MAP 7, cf. 1.2.3.4.3.2., 3.1.1.5., 3.1.1.6., and 3.1.1.7.) 

8) Raising of the feminine suffix (T): -ih in neutral environments in the 
Negev, not conditioned by pausal position. E.g. 'äylih "family" (MAP 8, cf. 
1.2.3.4.3.3.) 

2} (B-S)1 2 4 Extreme raising of final *-ä(') in neutral environments in the 
Negev. E.g. hniy "here", stiy "winter" (MAP 9, cf. 1.2.4.4.) 

10) Absence of raising of final *-ä(') in non-neutral environments in the 
Negev. E.g. xadrd(') "green (f. sg.)" (MAP 10, cf. 1.2.4.4.) 

11) Diphthongal reflexes of *ay and *aw when preceded by X or M (i.e. 
phonetically conditioned) in the Negev. E.g. hayt "walls", tayr "birds", and 
xawf "fear", sawm "fasting" (also found among Bdül and N'êmât, but well 
established monophthongs Iël and loi among Hwêtât and Bani 'Atlye). 
(MAP 11, cf. 1.2.4.1., 1.2.4.6., and 1.2.4.7.) 

12) Stress in mediae geminatae where the geminate is word-final. E.g. yhûn 
"he puts" and assâtt "the coast" in the Negev (i.e. no reduction of final 
geminates) (MAP 12, cf. 2.1.1.) 

121 For this criterion, cf. ibid., p. 10. 
122 For this criterion, cf. ibid., p. 11, where the tendency, also in bedouin dialects, to shorten 

unstressed long vowels to half-long or short is mentioned. My own impression was that 
such shortening was much more regular in the sedentary dialect 'AA, and it is also 
mentioned as a feature of eSA, cf. WOIDICH (1979), p. 80. This criterion is therefore marked 
(B-S) here. 

123 For this criterion, cf. ibid., p. 12-13. 
124 For this criterion, cf. ibid., p. 12-13. Although this extreme raising is not a general bedouin 

feature, the degree of raising in bedouin dialects is generally found to be different from that 
in nearby sedentary dialects. Therefore a (B-S) opposition is concluded here on the basis 
of applying this criterion. 
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13) Stress in maCCaCah is mâCCaCah in the Negev. E.g. mddrasih "school" 
(MAP 13, cf. 2.1.1.1.) 

14) Stress in *CaCvC is CvCâC I CvCi'C I CvCüC in the Negev. E.g. katâb ~ 
kitâb "he wrote", sirib "he drank", kubûr "he grew" (MAP 14, cf. 2.1.1.2.) 

15) Stress in *CaCaCv: CvCdCv in the Negev. E.g. sigdrah "tree", gimdlah 
"his camel", gahawah "coffee" (MAP 15, cf. 2.1.1.2.1.) 

16) Stress in *CaCaCaCv is CaCâCaCv in the Negev. E.g. ragdbatih "his 
neck", dardbatih "she hit him" (MAP 16, cf. 2.1.1.2.1.3.) 

17)* (B-S)1 2 5 Resyllabication of CaCaCV sequences: not in the Negev. E.g. 
wardgah "piece of paper", gahâwah "coffee" (MAP 17, cf. 2.1.1.2.1.6.) 

18) (B-S)1 2 5 The article and measure n-\ and 1-r preformatives as stressable 
units: also NWA. E.g. dlgimal "the camels", dndarab "he was hit", dttifag 
"he agreed" (MAP 18, cf. 2.1.1.2.2.) 

19)* ( B - S ) 1 2 7 Presence of the gahawah-syndrome, with subsequent 

morphological restructuring of *CiaCiC-i > C\aCjaCi, where Cz = X. Also 
in the Negev. E.g. naxdl "palm trees", naxdlah "a palm tree", dlbahar "the 
sea". (MAP 19, cf. 2.2.1.) 

20) (B-S)1 2 8 Presence of initial CCV in limited morphological patterns: also 
in the Negev. E.g. 'nab "grapes" (< *'inab), sgür (< *suqür) "falcons" 
(MAP 20, cf. 2.3.5.) 

21) Raising of a in C\aCiiCy(ah): morphological restructuring in the Negev 
(C\iC2'iC^(ah)), but still underlying lal, since it is not -C\C-ilC?,(ah). E.g. 
kitjr "many" (< *katjr), 'igln (< *'agïn) "dough" (MAP 21, cf. 3.1.1.1.) 

22) Raising of a in pre-stress closed syllable in *CaCCâC: no morphological 
restructuring in the Negev. E.g. barräd ~ burräd "tea pot", wag'an ~ 
wig'dn "in pain" (MAP 22, cf. 3.1.1.4.) 

23) Raising of a in *CaCûC(ah): morphological restructuring, but underlying 
lal in the Negev. E.g. 'urüs "bride", xuruf "goat" (MAP 23, cf. 3.1.1.8.) 

24) The pattern for colours and physical defects: with initial a- in the Negev. 
E.g. dbyad "white", dsdaf "left-handed" (MAP 24, cf. 3.1.7.) 

125 For this criterion, cf. ibid., pp. 14-5, but cf. remarks below in A. III. d. The gahawah-
syndrome and resyllabication of CaCaCV sequences. 

126 For this criterion, cf. ibid., p. 16. 
127 For this criterion, cf. ibid., pp. 14-5, but cf. remarks below in A. III. d. The gahawah-

syndrome and resyllabication of CaCaCV sequences. 
For this criterion, cf. ibid., p. 13. 128 
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25J (B-S)129 Article is al-, and relative pronoun alli(y) in the Negev. Also in 
NWA. E.g. dlbusal "the onions", algahâwah "the coffee" (MAP 25, cf. 
3.1.9.1.) 

26) Occurrence of lal in the initial syllable in a number of irregular nouns 
((')amm "mother", (')axt "sister", (')axwan "brothers", (')adên "(two) 
hands", (')afdm "mouth") in the Negev. Also in NWA. (partially MAP 26, 
cf. 3.1.9.2.) 

27) Treatment of T (the feminine suffix) in construction: T preceded by 
historical aC-, or in open syllable preceded by gahawah-vowel -» -at, 
otherwise -it in the Negev. E.g. ragdbatih "his neck", gahawati "my 
coffee", but (rukbit + ha I hiy -*) rukbitta I rukbittiy "her knee", naxalitna 
"our date palm" (MAP 27 , cf. 3.1.10.) 

28) Elision of the T- vowel in construct state: i is elided in eligible position in 
the Negev. E.g. (rukbit + ï -* *rukbitï —• *rukbtï —>) rukubt'i "my knee" 
(MAP 28, cf. 3.1.10.) 

29) Annexation with sugl in the Negev (i.e. the genitive exponent).130 (cf. 
criterion G) above). E.g. albèt sugli "my house/tent" (MAP 29, cf. 3.1.11.) 

2Q1 (B-S) 1 3 1 Gender distinction in 2nd and 3rd p. pi. of pers. pronouns, 
adjectives and verbs: also NWA. E.g. banät hilwät "beautiful girls", hinna 
"they (f. pi.)", yäklin "they (f. pi.) eat" (MAP 30, cf. 3.1.12., 3.2.1.1., and 
3.2.1.2.) 

31) The 3rd p. sg. m. and f. personal pronouns are hü and hi in the Negev. 
(MAP 31, cf. 3.1.12.1.) 

32) The 1st p. c. sg. personal pronoun: and(' #) in the Negev. (MAP 32, cf. 
3.1.12.1.) 

33) The 1st. p. c. pi. personal pronoun: ahna in the Negev. (MAP 33, cf. 
3.1.12.1.) 

34} (B-S)132 Pron. suffix of 3rd p. m. sg.: -ah or -ih, rather than -u: -ahl-ih 

in the Negev. E.g. bëtih ~ bitih "his house/tent", galbah "his heart" (-ah I 

-ih among the Bdül, -o among N'èmât, -ah among Hwetät and Bani 

'Atiye). (MAP 34, cf. 3.1.12.2.) 

35) Pronominal suffix of 3rd p. f. sg.: -ha (Dulldm), -ha or-hiy (other 
bedouins) in the Negev. E.g. (poss. suff.) rkabha I rkabhiy "her knees", 

129 For this criterion, cf. ibid., p. 21. 
130 In our dialects there is not so much a preference for the construct state. The distinction here 

is between the use of sugl and more sedentary (b)tâ'. 
For this criterion, cf. ibid., pp. 17,27. 

132 For this criterion, cf. ibid., p. 19. 
131 
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kallamha I kallamhiy "he spoke to her" {-ha among the Bdid, -ha among 
the N'ëmat, and -ha among Hwëtât and Bani 'Atiye). (MAP 35, cf. 
3.1.12.2.) 

36) 2nd p. m. sg. pron. suff.: C-ak in the Negev. E.g. bêtak ~ bltak "your 
house/tent" (MAP 36, cf. 3.1.12.2.) 

37) 2nd p. f. sg. pron. suff.: invariable -ki(y) in the Negev (also NWA), E.g. 
bëtkiy ~ bitkiy "your (f. sg.) house/tent", rukbitkiy "your (f. sg.) knee" 
(MAP 37, cf. 3.1.12.2.) 

38) 1st p. c. sg. pron. suffixes: stressed -Î (poss.) and -ni (obj.) in the Negev 
(also NWA). E.g. bed ~ bid "my house/tent", Mfnt "he saw me" (MAP 38, 
cf. 3.1.12.2.) 

39) (B-S)1 3 3 Emphatization of d in demonstratives hâd+ if not followed by 
-i: hâda ~ hâda in the Negev. (MAP 39, cf. 3.1.13.) 

40) The f. sg. demostrantive: hëdiy in the Negev. (MAP 40, cf. 3.1.13.) 
41) (B-S)134 Gender distinction in pi. demonstratives: not in NWA. 

Occurrence of several different pi. forms of the dem. pronoun: hödal(lah) 
in the Negev {hadalla (hadöla) among the Bdûl, hadöla among the 
Hwëtât, and hadalla among the Bani 'Atïye).1^ (MAP 41, cf. 3.1.13.) 

42) (B-S) 1 3 6 Short vowel in mini "who?": also in the Negev. (MAP 42, cf. 
3.1.14.) 

43) (B-S)137 Interrogative "where?": wën? in the Negev. (MAP 43, cf. 3.1.14) 
44) (B-S)138 Interrogative "how?": këf ~ kif{~ kayf)! in the Negev. (MAP 44, 

cf. 3.1.14.) 

45) (B-S)13^ Adverb "there": hnuhl hnâk'va. the Negev. (MAP 45, cf. 3.1.15.1.) 

133 For this criterion, cf. ibid., p. 20. 
134 For this criterion, cf. ibid., p. 20. This criterion was not combined with criterion 30) because 

the outcome of applying this criterion for DA differs from the outcome for the other dialects 
in the area. 

135 Cf. PAL VA (1991), pp. 157-8, for the forms listed. 
136 For this criterion, cf. ROSENHOUSE (1984), p. 43. 
137 For this criterion, cf. ibid., p. 44. 
138 PALVA (1991), p. 155, uses this criterion to distinguish North Arabian dialects from NWA. 

In this study këf is contrasted with more sedentary izzäy. Therefore it is marked (B-S). 
Cf. also ROSENHOUSE (1984), p. 44, where this interrogative is mentioned as generally 
characteristic for bedouin dialects. 
Ibid., p. 50, lists quite a few adverbs for "there" typical of bedouin dialects, of which hnük 
(sic) is given for the Negev. This should read hnuh, cf. BLANC (1970), p. 35 (146). 

139 
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46j (B-S)ito Adverb "here": hniy or fi hâda ~fi hâda in the Negev. (MAP 46 

cf. 3.1.15.1.) 

47} (B-S)ifi Preposition / usually not ilu, ilha etc.: Iah ~ lih in the Negev. 
(MAP 47, cf. 3.1.16.) 

48) Preposition "with" suffixed with 3rd. p. m. sg. suff.: ma'âh in the Negev. 
(MAP 48, cf. 3.1.16.) 

49) Numeral "one" (f.): ? in the Negev, but wihdih in other dialects of group I, 
and in group II (MAP 49, cf. 3.1.17.) 

50) Vowel harmony in the 3rd p. m. pi. ending of a-type perfects in the 
Negev. E.g. kitâbaw "they wrote" (MAP 50, cf. 3.2.1.1.) 

51) Vowel harmony in the 3rd p. f. pi. ending of a-type perfects in the Negev. 
E.g. kitâban "they (f. pi.) wrote" (MAP 51, cf. 3.2.1.1.) 

52) The i-type perfect: sirib, sarbit, siribt in the Negev: no morphological 
restructuring. (MAP 52, cf. 2.1.1.2.1.5., and 3.2.1.1.) 

5JJ (B-S)i42 Vowel harmony in the prefix of the imperfect of verbal measure 
1, i.e. yasrab, yiktib, yug'ud in the Negev. (also found among the Bdul and 
N'êmât, but not among the Hwëtât and Bani 'Atiye) (MAP 53, cf. 3.2.1.2.) 

54) Vowel harmony in the 3rd p. m. pi. verbal ending of a-type imperfects in 
the Negev: absence of final -n in 2nd and 3rd p. m. pi., and 2nd p. f. sg. 
endings in the Negev (also JWA). '« E.g.yâsrabaw "they (m. pi.) drink", 
tâsrabaw "you drink", tdsrabay "you (f. sg.) drink" (MAP 54, cf. 3.2.1.2.) 

MAP 54 in the appendix only reflects the 3rd p. m. pi. forms, but 
the 3rd p. m. pi. ending -aw for D (i.e. ydsrabaw "they (m. pi.) drink") is 
here meant to imply the same ending for the 2nd p. m. pi. (i.e. tâsrabaw 
"you (m. pi.) drink"), and also the 2nd p. f. sg. ending -ay (i.e. tdsrabay 
"you (f. sg.) drink"). 

The 3rd p. m. pi. ending -u(w) (i.e. yisrabu(w) "they (m. pi.) drink" for 
T , yîkitbu(w) "they (m. pi.) write" for O and T ) implies the same ending 
for the 2nd p. m. pi. (i.e. tisrabu(w) "you (m. pi.) drink" for T , ti'kitbu(w) 
"you (m. pi.) write" for O and • ) , and the ending -i(y) for the 2nd p. f. 

140 ROSENHOUSE (1984), p. 50, also lists quite a few adverbs for "here" typical of bedouin 
dialects, of which hniy (yin) (sic) is given for the Negev. This should read hniy (yih), cf. 
BLANC (1970), p. 35 (146). Here forms such as hina, t'hna (not listed by Rosenhouse) are 
considered sedentary, forms listed are considered bedouin. 
For this criterion, cf. ROSENHOUSE (1984), p. 40. Rosenhouse adds that often the first / in 
guldu is dropped in bedouin dialects. I have not used that as a criterion. 

142 For this criterion, cf. ibid., pp. 28-9. 
143 The absence of final -n in these endings is used in PALVA (1991), p. 155, to distinguish 

NWA from North Arabian (or Nagdiy) type dialects. 

141 
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sg. (i.e. tisrabi(y) "you (f. sg.) drink" for T , tikitbi(y) "you (f. sg.) write" 

for O and T ) . 
The 3rd p. rn. pi. ending -urn for • (i.e. ydsrabum "they (m. pi.) drink", 
yikitbum "they (m. pi.) write") implies the same ending for the 2nd p. m. 
pi. (i.e. tdsrabum "you (m. pi.) drink", tikitbum "you (m. pi.) write"), and 
the ending -iy for the 2nd p. f. sg. (i.e. tâsrabiy "you (f. sg.) drink", 

tikitbiy "you (f. sg.) write"). 
The 3rd p. m. pi. ending -ün for O (i.e. yasrabün "they (m. pi.) drink", 
yikitbûn "they (m. pi.) write") implies the same ending for the 2nd p. m. 
pi. (i.e. tasrabün "you (m. pi.) drink", tikitbün "you (m. pi.) write"), and 
the ending -in for the 2nd p. f. sg. (i.e. tasrabln "you (f. sg.) drink", 

tikitbin "they (f. sg.) write"). 
The endings of the «-type imperfect will be the same as those listed here 
for the f-type imperfect: i.e. yügu'du(w) (for O and T ) / yûgu'dum (for • ) 
"they (m. pi.) sit", tûgu'du(w) (for D and T ) / tügu'dum (for • ) "you (m. 

pi.) sit", tugu'di(y) (for • , T , and • ) "you (f. sg.) sit". 
For O the forms of the «-type imperfect are: yugu'dün "they (m. pi..) sit", 
tugu'dün "you (m. pi.) sit", and tugu'dln "you (f. sg.) sit". 

55) Vowel harmony in the 3rd p. f. pi. ending of a-, i- and w-type imperfects 
in the Negev. E.g. (yasrab + an ->) yasraban "they (f. pi.) drink", (yiktib 
+ in -*) yikitbin "they (f. pi.) write", and also (yug'ud + in -*) ydgu'din 
"they (f. pi.) sit" (in the latter case vowel harmony lies in the fact that both 
u and i are high vowels) (MAP 55, cf. 3.2.1.2.) 

56) Imperfect primae wâw measure 1: yawsal ~ yösal, yözin in the Negev. 
(B-S)1 4 4 Absence of morphologically patterned diphthong iw. E.g. not 
•yiwzin in the Negev (MAP 56, cf. 3.2.2.1.) 

57) Perfect of primae hamzah verbs: with initial a- in the Negev (akal and 
axad). (MAP 57, cf. 3.2.2.3.) 

58) Imperfect vowel in primae hamzah verbs: u in the Negev (yâkul and 
yâxud). (MAP 58, cf. 3.2.2.3.) 

59) Active part, primae hamzah verbs: ? in the Negev, but mäkil in other 
dialects of group I, and in groups II and IV (MAP 59, cf. 3.2.2.3.) 

60) 3rd. p. m. sg. perfect of the verb "come" without proclitic (')i- or (')l- in 
the Negev: ga{' #). (MAP 60, cf. 3.2.2.6.1.) 

144 For this criterion, cf. ROSENHOUSE (1984), pp. 11-2. Here the diphthong occurring in verbs 
is taken as an example, which links up to the preceding criterion 55). Sedentary dialects can 
also have this diphthong in word-initial position in nouns, e.g. iwlâd "children". 
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61) Imperfect of the verb "come" without lengthened prefix vowel ï- in the 
Negev: ygiy, agi'y, etc. (MAP 61, cf. 3.2.2.6.1.) 

62) Occurrence of lal in preformative of measures n-1, l-t, and (a)sta-l or 
(i)sta-l, stressed when in eligible position in the Negev (also NWA). E.g. 
ânkital "he was beaten/killed", astara "he bought", astaftiam "he enquired", 
rather than (i)nkatal, (i)stâra, (i)stafliam (MAP 62, cf. 3.2.3.1.1., and 
3.2.3.3.1.) 

63) Measure (a)sta-\ or (i)sta-l perfect and imperfect base vowels analogous 
to measure 2 in the Negev, i.e. astafliam, yistafhim, rather than in analogy 
to measure r-2 (i.e. (i)stafham, yistafham). (MAP 63, cf. 3.2.3.4.1.) 

64) Measure ta-2 or (i)t-2: taCaCCaC (~ much less (i)tCaCCaC), yitCaCCaC 
~ ytaCaCCaC in the Negev. E.g. takallam ~ tikallam (much less 
(ijtkallam), yitkallam ~ ytakallam "speak" (MAP 64, cf. 3.2.3.5.4.) 

65) (B-S) 1 4 5 Relatively frequent use of measure 4 verbs (also NWA). E.g. 
a'ta, yi'tiy "give", atnab, yitnib "come near" (MAP 65, cf. 3.2.3.7.) 

6j6J (B-S)146 Typical bedouin verbs of the CiôC2aC3, yCiöC2iC3-type: current 
in the Negev. E.g. sölaf, ysölif "tell", gôtar, ygôtir "go" (MAP 66, cf. 
3.2.3.9.) 

67) (B-S)147 The f. sg. act. part. + obj. suffix: in construct state in the Negev. 
E.g. 'âyiztah "she wants him" (MAP 67, cf. remarks in 3.2.1.4.) 

6_2] (B-S)1 4 8 Negation mä ... in the Negev instead of compound ma . . . s(i). 

E.g mä siri'b "he did not drink" (MAP 68, cf. 4.2.) 
69) (B-S)1 4 9 The use of the fr-imperfect: current in the Negev. E.g. biktib ~ 

byiktib "he writes" (also found among the Bdûl and N'êmàt, but not among 
the Hwêtât and Bani 'Atlye). (MAP 69, cf. 4.3.) 

70) Future particle: less current in the Negev. (MAP 70, cf. 4.4.) 
10 (B-S)1 5 0 Use of yôm(-in) or löm(-in) "when" in the Negev. (MAP 71, cf. 

4.6.) 
72) Marker of consequent action gäm: current in the Negev. (MAP 72, cf. 

4.7.1.) 

145 For this criterion, cf. ibid., p. 30. 
146 For this criterion, cf. PAL VA (1991), p. 155. 
147 This was added as a (B-S) criterion, since bedouin dialects "are considered more 

conservative than non-Bedouin dialects, in the field of syntax as in other linguistic fields", 
cf. ROSENHOUSE (1984), p. 46. In this case the construct state is a conservative, and thus a 
bedouin feature. 

148 For this criterion, cf. ibid., pp. 42-3. 
149 For this criterion, cf. ibid., p. 37 
150 For this criterion, cf. ibid., p. 44. 
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73) (B-S)1 5 1 Use of widd or bidd: widd is current in the Negev. (MAP 73, cf. 
4.11.) 

* Cf. remarks below in A. III. d. The gahawah - syndrome and 
resyllabication o[CaCaCV sequences. 

The 73 criteria listed here enable us to classify the dialects under 
investigation. The isoglosses resulting from these criteria are represented in 
maps in the appendix, and are discussed in the conclusion of this study (cf. C. 
V. d. Bundles of identified isoglosses in northern Sinai). For ease of reference 
the numbering of the maps will correspond with the numbering of the criteria 
listed above. 

d/Thejahawah-syndrome and resyllabication of CaCaCV sequences. 

There is a basic misunderstanding on the topics of the gahawah-
syndrome (listed above as criterion 19)) and resyllabication of CaCaCV 
sequences (listed above as criterion 17)) in some of the literature dealing with 
Negev Arabic. Rosenhouse suggests that the first a in the word gahawah 
("coffee") is an anaptyctic152, inserted to resolve the word-initial consonant 
cluster gh in the form ghawah, but fails to explain why the initial cluster is not 
resolved by an anaptyctic preceding the (here) gh cluster, which is usually the 
case in Negev Arabic (or DA), e.g. # i'nâb "grapes", # ihniy "here", so that one 
would then expect •# ighdwah, not • gahawah.153 

A distinction is made between the "gahawa syndrome" and the 
"bsalalzlima pattern", but the fact that the former precedes the latter in terms of 
rule-ordering (i.e. J_9) precedes 17)) is not clarified, and the incorrect conclusion 
is drawn that both gahawah and 'ghdwah would be forms found in the Negev 
(represented as g(a)hâwa). 

To make the distinction is indeed necessary, but this distinction should 
focus on whether CaCaCV sequences are resyllabicized to become CCiCV (i.e. 
zlima) or CCaCV (i.e. bsala), or not. The fact that Blanc writes the a in the first 
syllable of the form gahawah should be interpreted to mean that such 
resyllabication does not take place in Negev Arabic, and nowhere, as far as I am 

151 For this criterion, cf. ibid., p. 39. 
152 Cf. ibid., p. 13: "Bedouin dialects also tend to dissolve this initial cluster by an anaptyctic 

vowel (e.g. Bianc (1970) uses the term "gahâwa syndrome" not ghâwa) [...]". 
153 Cf. BLANC (1970), p. 36 (147), for examples such as (anaptyctic vowels underlined) widd 

iwlâdna guwwih "our children want (need) strength", and binmiit imnaddama "we'll die 
of thirst". 
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aware, does Blanc suggest that it does. Furthermore, forms without gahawah-
vowels such as ragdbatih, zalâmatih, and forms with gahawah-vowel insertion 
such as sa'ddih, tahdtih154 should be interpreted as evidence that such 
resyllabication is not a characteristic of the Negev dialect type. 

Similarly, Palva155 erroneously reports a free variation of the two patterns 
-XaC- (i.e. ghawah) and -aXaC- (i.e. gahawah) in the Negev156; the first or 
second a in the sequence CaCaCv may be stressed or unstressed (one option 
excluding the other), but neither is ever dropped (i.e. not 'ghawah or -gahwah). 
The sequence is not resyllabicized, and the free variation only lies in the 
stressing of the sequence: gâhawah or gahdwahi57, with a preference for the 
latter option. 

The same related error concerning the situation in Negev Arabic which 
we find in ROSENHOUSE (1984) has slipped into the preceding paragraph158: the 
syllable structure CICaCV (e.g. *'inab + ih) is put on a par with CaCaCV (e.g. 
*basal + ah) in that both syllabic patterns are claimed to be reduced to CCaCV 
(so the forms would be ''ndbih and 'bsalah). However, the fact that the V in 
CaCaCV is an absolute prerequisite for the resyllabication CCdCV to take place 
(i.e. it is not -bsBl, because the last syllable is not followed by V), as opposed to 
V in CICaCV, where V does not play that role, makes these two syllabic patterns 
incomparable; CICaC is resyllabicized to become CCaC159 (i.e. 'nab, though 
not -CCBC) as well. Furthermore, in Negev Arabic the a in CICaCV is neither 
reduced nor raised; the Negev form is 'ndbih "his grapes". Nor is the second a 
reduced or raised in CaCaCV; Negev forms are basâlah ~ busdlah "an onion". 

The incomparibility lies in the two different rules that account for the 
disappearance of the short vowels in these two different patterns. In CaCaCV -^ 
CCICV (e.g. basalah —* bsdlah, and zalamah —* zlimah) the resyllabication rule 
applies, but not in the Negev; in ClCaC(V) -» CCaC(V) (*'inab (+ ih) — 'nab 
(+ ih)) the high vowel elision rule applies, as it does in all bedouin dialects of 
northern Sinai studied so far, and also in the Negev. 

154 Cf. BLANC (1970), p. 21-2 (132-3). 
155 Cf. PALVA (1984), p. 11 (367), fn 25 to criterion (0- PAL VA (1991), p. 155, also suggests an 

automatic resyllabication of "CVCaCV- —» CCVCV-" sequences resulting from the 
gahawah - syndrome. 

156 Unless his own observations include syllabic patterns of the ghdwah-lype, which I doubt. 
157 Cf. BLANC (1970), p. 10 (121), for stress in CaCaCv, and pp. 14-6 (125-7), for the 

gahâwah syndrome. 
158 Cf. PALVA (1984), pp. 10-11 (366-7), criterion (e). 

Of course this latter rule, to which I shall refer as "the high vowel elision rule", entails 
resyllabication as well, as does the ga/iawa/i-syndrome. For the sake of clarity, however, 
these separate rules will be referred to in separate terms. 

159 
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PALVA (1990) seems to be unaware of this criterion on the absence or 
presence of resyllabication of CaCaCV sequences, even though it is also the 
second of the two main criteria used by Prochazka160 (his "pattern (b)") to 
distinguish his group (i) (Southern Higâz and the Tihâmah) from his group (ii) 
{Nagdiy and eastern Arabian dialects): the reflexes of the CA pattern 
*C\aCiaCiCitlh (e.g. katabat "she wrote", basalah "an onion") which yields 
CiaCzaCjat/n/h (i.e. katabat, basalah) or CyaCzC^atlnlh (i.e. katbat, baslah) in 
his group (i), and C\CzilaC^atlh (i.e. ktibat, bsalah)) or CiiCiC^atlh (i.e. kitbat, 
bislah or buslah) in his group (ii).161 

Using the added (and typologically very distinctive) criterion of absence 
or presence of a resyllabication rule for CaCaCV sequences to typologically 
position dialects has the following implication: it has become doubtful whether 
the dialect of the Hwëtât (and probably also that of the Bani 'Atïye) should be 
considered part of the North West Arabian dialect group (where CaCaCV is not 
resyllabicized) proposed by Palva162 (cf. C. VIII. Observations on the dialects of 
th^Hwêtâtand_Bani 'Atïye in the conclusions of this study). 

e. Method of description. 

The methods and terminology used in this study are not uncommon in 
Arabic dialect studies.163 The term "root" refers to the (usually) three "radicals" 
which represent a basic semantic unit, while "pattern" refers to the 
morphological mould on which these consonantal phonemes (the "radicals") are 
shaped to create a morphophonemic base or underlying structure. The radicals 
are then numbered, e.g.: katab "he wrote" has the root k-t-b, where radicals k = 

16° Cf. PROCHAZKA (1988), pp. 10-11. 
161 Cf. also ibid. p. 22, and INGHAM (1986), p. 276, where the same criterion is applied to 

identify a Nagdiy dialect. The patterns CiC2i/aC3at/h or CiiC2C3at/h are what 
ROSENHOUSE (1984) refers to as bsala/zlima (< *basala(h) "onion" and *zalama(h) 
"man"). 

162 Cf. PALVA (1991). Criteria listed above marked "(also NWA)", or with bracketed remarks on 
the dialects of the Bdid, N'êmât, Hwëtât and/or Bani 'Atlye were taken from this source 
as well. Since the very purpose of this study is to establish typological similarities of, and 
differences between bedouin dialects in Sinai, Palva's remarks on "Sinai" were not copied. 
Notice here that some of these features are actually characteristic of sedentary dialects. The 
most prominent sedentary characteristic of the Negev (bedouin) dialect is undoubtedly nr 
69j (cf. also remarks in PALVA (1991), pp. 158-160 and 166). 

163 In principle, the method of notation as outlined in BLANC (1964), pp. 57-9 is followed. 
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Ci, t = C2, and b - C3, coined on the pattern C\aC2aC^M^ which is the basic 
pattern for the a-type verbal perfect. The basic pattern for the /-type verbal 
imperfect is y/CiC2/C3, which in this case yields yiktib "he writes", while a basic 
pattern y«CiC2«C3 for the «-type verbal imperfect used for, for example, the 
root g-'-dyieldsyug'ud "he sits (down)". The basic semantic units expressed in 
the root k-t-b is then "write", and in g- '-d "sit". 

In order to do justice to some phonetic aspects of the dialects, a 
moderately allophonic transcription in italic script is used. This system of 
transcription reflects, without going into too much phonetic detail1«, 
allophones, morphophonemic anaptyctic vowels, sandhi anaptyctics, as well as 
other phonotactically inserted vowels, such as those produced by the gahawah-
syndrome and the bukara-synAxoms. Morphophonemic and sandhi elisions of 
short vowels are also reflected, as are consonant assimilations. For the purpose 
of a sound morphological representation the morphophonemic base will serve as 
a starting point in the description of the dialects. 

To avoid "over-phonologizing", I have refrained from standardizing 
velarized and non-velarized reflexes of *r as r; the fact that in this study r and r 
are not isolated in minimal pairs is not to imply that such an opposition is 
unlikely, or even impossible (cf. remarks to I, 1.1.8. in fn 192). 

The conjunction w "and", and all prepositions, including b "with" and / 
"to", have been written as separate words. The purpose is to facilitate 
comparison. For instance, in group HI one may hear la Ibint "to the girl", where 
in group I this will be represented as / albint. The point is that the independent 
preposition in group III is la "to", and the article is il- "the" and in group I the 
preposition is / "to", and the article is al- "the". The net effect is that "to the 
girl" will sound exactly the same in both dialect types. The independent forms 
of this preposition can be deduced from the examples la bint "to a girl" in group 
III, and il bint in group I (where the / preceding the / is an anaptyctic). In the case 
of the conjunction w "and", a preceding anaptyctic (when w is followed in 
sandhi by C) will yield iw, which will often be shortened to u, e.g. iw gimdl (u 

164 Root consonantal phonemes will regularly appear (from left to right) in the patterns in 
correspondence to their numbering, although in some cases metathesis may have changed a 
presumed original order, as in (causative measure 4) a'tam, yi'tim "feed (animals)", 
where the presumably original order f- '-m has become '-f-m, i.e. C\ and C2 have changed 
places. The metathesis may be the result here of a mix-up with the verb a'fan "to make (a 
camel) lie down after having watered it", cf. LANE (1873), p. 2083-4, or a'ta, yi'tiy "give". 

165 The choice of what constitutes too much phonetic detail is an arbitrary one, of course. In 
terms of methodological principle however, the system of transcription is comparable to 
systems of transcription generally used in Arabic dialect research. 
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gimâl) "and a camel". When w is followed by V in sandhi, w will be syllable-
initial in terms of sandhi syllabication, e.g. w âlgimal (w dl-gi-mal) "and the 
camel". For the sake of transparency, such shortening to u when the anaptyctic 
precedes w has not been indicated in the transcription. 

Hyphens are used between words where these words form one stress unit, 
as in min-tahat "below (lit. from down)", or where a vowel (other than that of 
the article) from the base form has been dropped. Thus, in group III it will be l-
abüy "to my father", while in group I it will be / abüy. Similarly, the 
representation for "in (the) winter" will be f-dsstiy in group I, batfi lista in 
group III. Hyphens are also used to link the proclitic t (a remnant of the 
feminine suffix in construct state) to counted nouns, as in arba' t-ushur "four 
months", but they are not used between the article and the noun. 

Phonetic transcriptions are given in I.P.A. script, and appear between 
brackets [ and ]. The term "underlying" used in this study with reference to 
vowels is meant to indicate that such vowels are part of the morphophonemic 
base, or the underlying structure. Phonemic surface forms are arrived at by 
applying rules described in the relevant sections; underlying vowels are given 
between perpendicular slashes (I and I). It should be noted that such underlying 
vowels need not have an identical phonemic surface allophone. For instance, i of 
the first syllable in the base sirib "he drank" is concluded to be underlying lal in 
group I. In the dialects of the Ahaywät and that of the Dullâm this a indeed 
"reappears" in closed syllables, and thus has an identical surface allophone: 
sarbit "she drank". In the dialects of the Rmêlât and Sawärkah of the same 
group lal does not appear as a in such positions, for in these dialects we have 
sirbit "she drank". We do have to assume, however, that this vowel is 
underlying lal in the base form \sarib\ for "he drank", since it is not dropped in 
siribt "I drank". If it were an underlying high vowel, it would have to be 
dropped to conform to another rule which specifies that underlying high vowels 
are dropped in pre-stress open syllables, e.g. 'nab (< *'inab stressed *'indb) 
"grapes" in group I, and also sribt "I drank" in BA of group EI (where we would 
have to conclude an underlying \sirib\ for "he drank"). We shall also see that 
such underlying vowels reflect historical development. 

As is the case with the morphophonemic shapes coined on the base of 
\sarib\ for "he drank", conclusions regarding older forms (preceded by an asterix 
*) are often drawn. Such older forms may be (almost) identical with forms in 
Classical Arabic (henceforth CA). In this case the historical implication is that 
there is an ancestral base form *sarib "he drank", based on an earlier conclusion 
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that RA and SA of the group I dialect type are "différentiels"166, i.e. short high 
vowels i and u are dropped under certain definable conditions, while the low 
short vowel a is not dropped under these same conditions. Since an earlier 
conclusion for BA, based on comparable examples, is that it is "différentiel" in 
terms of short vowel elision as well, the conclusion of an underlying l/l in the 
first syllable of sirib "he drank" logically follows: in BA the basic pattern for 
the i- type perfect of regular verbs has been morphologically restructured as 
underlying IC11C2/C3I, whereas in group I the underlying pattern is \C\aC2iC^,\. 
In AA and DA of group I the underlying a of the first syllable "reappears" in 
closed syllables (e.g. sarbit), but in RA and SA of this group it does not (e.g. 
sirbit). One could therefore conclude that the type of morphological 
restructuring that we see in BA has only been partially executed in RA and SA: 
the a of the underlying pattern will be i in closed and open syllables, but under 
no circumstances is it dropped. 

The conclusion, however, should go no further than this: in the case of 
group I the underlying form is almost identical with the CA form; it should not 
be interpreted as a development from CA. Where CA forms are mentioned, this 
is done in a framework of reference commonly used in Arabic dialect studies. 

In some cases forms not actually recorded are given for the purpose of 
illustration. Such forms are preceded by a bold dot •, which signifies that they 
were not recorded and are deemed unlikely to occur. This will be expounded in 
the passage the form (marked with •) is meant to illustrate. Forms marked with 
* were not recorded where in all likelihood they might have occurred; an 
optional development described in the relevant passage did not take place, but 
based on comparable examples one may conclude that it could have. Where the 
form (marked with *) illustrates that an optional rule was not applied, separate 
mention will be made of this. 

Synchronic developments are indicated by an arrow —* ' develops into'. 
Historical developments are indicated by > 'developed into'. Both historical and 
synchronic developments may be indicated by < 'developed from' or 'develops 
from'. In representations of rules ' 0 ' stands for ' zero', / (forward slash) stands 
for ' occurring in the sequence', and indicates the position in the sequence to 
which the alteration described preceding the forward slash applies. Three full 
stops (...) means 'any (combination of) vowel(s) and/or consonant(s)'. 

166 Cf. CANTINEAU (1936), p. 49. 


